From lowest depths of woe

130th PSALM.
N. Version. 1. 2. 3. & 4. Verses.

Con Supplica

From lowest depths of woe
To God I sent my cry;
Should'st thou severely judge,
Who can the trial bear?
My soul with patience waits
For thee, the living Lord;
My longing eyes look out
For thy enabling ray,
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Lord, hear my supplicating voice,
And graciously reply.
But thou forgivest, lest we despond,
And quite renounce thy fear.
More duly than the morning watch
To spy the dawning day.
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And quite renounce thy fear.
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To spy the dawning day.

The voice parts are not named in the source, but appear to be in the order Tenor - Alto - Soprano (Air) - Bass, with the Alto and Tenor parts printed in the treble clef an octave above sounding pitch; the air and bass parts are bracketed together, and the bass line is figured. The parts have been given here in their usual order, clef and octave. Only the first stanza of the text is given in the source; subsequent stanzas, as indicated by the tune's heading, have here been added editorially.